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North–south polarization of European electricity consumption under future warming
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There is growing empirical evidence that anthropogenic climate change will substantially affect the electric sector. Impacts will stem both from the supply side—through the mitigation of greenhouse gases—and from the demand side—through adaptive responses to a changing environment. Here we provide evidence of a polarization of both peak load and overall electricity consumption under future warming for the world’s third-largest electricity market—the 35 countries of Europe. We statistically estimate country-level dose–response functions between daily peak/total electricity load and ambient temperature for the period 2006–2012. After removing the impact of nontemperature confounders and normalizing the residual load data for each country, we estimate a common dose–response function, which we use to compute national electricity loads for temperatures that lie outside each country’s currently observed temperature range. To this end, we impose end-of-century climate on today’s European economies following three different greenhouse-gas concentration trajectories, ranging from ambitious climate-change mitigation—in line with the Paris agreement—to unabated climate change. We find significant increases in average daily peak load and overall electricity consumption in southern and western Europe (∼3 to ∼7% for Portugal and Spain) and significant decreases in northern Europe (∼6 to ∼2% for Sweden and Norway). While the projected effect on European total consumption is nearly zero, the significant polarization and seasonal shifts in peak demand and consumption have important ramifications for the location of costly peak-generating capacity, transmission infrastructure, and the design of energy-efficiency policy and storage capacity.

Significance

We statistically analyze 2006–2012 high-frequency temperature and electricity load data from 35 European countries to compute climate change impacts on electricity demand until 2100. Extrapolating countries’ load responses to temperature beyond currently experienced climate, we find a future polarization of both peak load and electricity consumption in Europe. Specifically, while total European consumption remains constant under future warming, we project significant increases in the south, decreases in the north, and a shift of seasonal peak load from winter to summer for 19 countries. This changing spatial and temporal pattern of consumption and peak load has important implications for the build-out of transmission infrastructure, the construction of peak-generating capacity, and the design of energy-efficiency policy and storage capacity.

Changes in the Earth’s climate stemming from greenhouse-gas emissions (1) will impact natural and human systems worldwide (2, 3). The energy sector uniquely connects to anthropogenic climate change, as it plays an important role in both mitigation and adaptation (4–8). To meet the long-run mitigation targets agreed to at the 21st United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris in 2015, the energy sector must undergo a fundamental transformation toward low- and zero-carbon sources of energy (9, 10). Electricity is anticipated to be a key to decarbonizing the transport sector and it will play a much larger role in space and water heating (9). At the same time, the power sector itself is highly climate-sensitive—on both the supply side and the demand side. Energy supply depends on the availability of water to cool power generators and is potentially affected by changing flow regimes for run-of-river hydropower (11). Further, higher temperatures reduce transmission capacity of high-voltage power lines (12), lower the efficiency of some fossil-fuel-powered generators, and depress yields of certain crops used for bioenergy (13). On the demand side, short-term human responses to weather shocks and long-term adaptation to changing climatic conditions will alter energy consumption patterns in the residential (14), commercial (15), agricultural, and industrial sectors (6, 16). Adaptation to hotter temperatures will be driven by thermal stress on humans, which has been shown to negatively impact human health (17, 18), social interactions (19), and economic output (20, 21). Human mortality rates increase during heat waves (22), whereas heat stress depresses labor productivity (23, 24). Adaptation responses to offset these negative impacts of climate change will influence electricity consumption and load patterns. While demand for space heating is expected to decrease in response to less-frequent cold days, increased adoption and operation of air conditioning due to growing demand for space cooling during hot days will put upward pressure on electricity consumption as well as daily and seasonal peak loads (14, 18, 25–29).

Previous empirical work on the relationship between temperature and electricity consumption primarily focused on the United States (e.g., refs. 30–32) or single European countries (e.g., refs. 33 and 34). Furthermore, most prior studies examined total consumption impacts, whereas recent results suggest that the effects on peak load (i.e., the highest load observed in a day/month/year) may be substantially larger and costlier (32). This study uses observed hourly electricity data across 35 European countries—which are connected by the world’s largest synchronous electrical grid—to estimate how climate change impacts the intensity of peak-load events and overall electricity consumption. The novelty of this study is threefold. First, it examines the future of Europe’s electricity consumption patterns under climate change. Second, we use dose–response functions estimated at the country level to remove the influence of nontemperature confounders on peak load/consumption. Based on the normalized residual load data (in which the influence of nontemperature confounders has been removed), we then calibrate a common response function of load and temperature that allows us to
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project electricity consumption/peak load beyond each country’s currently experienced temperature range. That is, unlike other studies, we derive the relation of consumption/peak load to temperature by combining actually observed responses from all European countries covered by our data sample.

This is important, as we find that, for instance, Scandinavian countries display monotonically decreasing temperature response functions—current summers are not sufficiently warm to, for example, warrant air conditioning. To project what a hotter future may look like, we use the temperature responses of other European countries. This technique implies that if end-of-century summer temperatures in Sweden resemble summer temperatures of present-day Northern Italy, then Swedish electricity demand and peak load will increase in accordance with the rise in temperature. Thus, our approach incorporates a spatial dimension for extrapolation, rather than solely relying upon temporal extrapolation of national data.

Fig. 1. Similar temperature responses of daily peak load across countries. Response of daily peak load (y axes, in gigawatts; see SI Appendix, Fig. S1, for a comprehensive overview of each country’s axes scaling) to daily maximum temperature (x axes, between −20 °C and +40 °C) based on observational data for the years 2006–2012. Black dots represent the effect of replacing a day of daily maximum temperature in the omitted category (21 °C–24 °C) with a day of the relevant maximum temperature (see Methods for details). Pink shaded areas denote 95%-confidence band based on Newey–West standard error. Regression functions of all countries display similar characteristics with minimal peak load values at −22 °C (71.6 °F) that increase monotonically in lower and higher temperatures, where data coverage is sufficient. Refer to SI Appendix, Fig. S1, for a detailed depiction of all country panels including axes titling and scaling.
Beyond the frame of experience. In the case of Scandinavian countries, relying solely on temporal extrapolation of national data would result in projecting monotonically decreasing temperature response functions—even at high temperatures. Thus, electricity consumption would be assumed to continuously decline as temperatures rise.

Finally, our statistical methods flexibly control for the impacts of important confounders, such as economic growth and other socioeconomic trends. Hence, we provide a framework that allows us to construct a counterfactual world with climate change scenarios imposed on present-day Europe. The effects we detect demonstrate the importance of incorporating anticipated higher electricity consumption and peak load (in western and southern Europe) due to climate change for planning and policy purposes.

Specifically, we statistically estimate the relationship between daily electricity consumption/peak load and temperature at the country level for 35 European countries using data for the years 2006–2012 and controlling flexibly for low-frequency trends and weekday and seasonal fixed effects. We use these country-level estimates to remove the effect of the confounders and calculate residual load, which contains only the temperature component of load and a constant for each country. Based on the normalized residual load for all countries and years, we then estimate a common dose–response function. We use this estimated common dose–response function to project counterfactual electricity loads under different climate-change scenarios at the country level. The considered climate scenarios correspond to the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs, ref. 35) and range from ambitious climate change mitigation in line with the Paris agreement (RCP-2.6) to unabated climate change (RCP-8.5). It is important to note that our computations should not be interpreted as point forecasts of a most likely overall energy future since they do not incorporate, for example, demographic changes. Rather, they should be interpreted as simulations of climate-change impacts on a high-frequency indicator important to human welfare—electricity load—for the world’s largest economy (if one adds the countries together).

We compute a time series of population-weighted daily maximum and daily average temperature for each of the 35 European countries for the years 2006–2012 (observational data) and 2013–2019 (projected values under different scenarios of climate-change mitigation). Population projections, which we use exclusively for within-country temperature weighting, correspond to the “middle-of-the-road” Shared Socio-economic Pathway (SSP-2, ref. 36). All temperature and population data come from the climate dataset of the Intersectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISI-MIP, ref. 37) covering bias-corrected (38) data on a horizontal grid of 0.5° resolution. The European Network of Transmission Systems Operators for Electricity (39) provides data on electricity load consumption (i.e., hourly load values per country) for the period 2006–2012. A detailed description of all data can be found in Methods, and a list of all countries is provided in SI Appendix, Table S1.

Results

Temperature Responsiveness of Electricity Load. First, we analyze the relationship between daily peak load/daily electricity consumption and daily maximum/daily average temperature using 2006–2012 data. We define daily peak load/daily electricity consumption as the maximum/sum of the 24 hourly load values reported for a day. The 2006–2012 sample period is determined by the availability of observational data on both daily temperature and hourly load values. We build a regression model of country-level-aggregated daily consumption and peak load vs. daily maximum and daily average temperature, which controls for weekdays, seasons, and large-scale economic events and models the temperature response flexibly (Methods). We conduct the analysis at the country level—as opposed to smaller geographical units—because high-frequency load data are currently only available for all countries in Europe at this level of aggregation. The country-level analysis is appropriate, as there is significant heterogeneity in temperature response across countries. A pooled, panel-style model, for example, would average out this heterogeneity in temperature response, which is one of the main findings of this paper. Similarly, aggregating smaller countries into larger regions would introduce arbitrariness, lose information, and sacrifice statistical power.

We find that most countries’ response functions display similar functional forms: load values are smallest for daily maximum temperatures of ~22 °C (71.6 °F), daily average temperatures of 16 °C (60.8 °F) and increase monotonically in lower and higher temperatures, where there is data coverage. While we identify an asymmetric U-shape in southern European countries such as Greece and Italy, we can only estimate the country-level response function for the lower portion of the temperature spectrum in northern Europe due to data coverage (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S1–S4).

However, if Hamburg’s climate by the end of the century will resemble that of Rome’s current climate, one would expect increased adoption of air conditioners and hence a positively sloped—and possibly steeper—response curve at higher temperatures. To account for this response, we must extrapolate a country’s temperature response beyond the temperature range that it currently experiences. To this end, we combine normalized and population-weighted consumption/peak load data from all countries. We remove the impact of nontemperature confounders using the country-level regression coefficients. We then compute the median response for each 1 °C-temperature bin (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A–C) and use the characteristics of this common response curve to extrapolate at the country level. This approach, discussed in detail in Methods, implies that we estimate future electricity load by country—particularly on hot days—using patterns observed in other European countries—specifically, countries that already experience very warm temperatures (compare SI Appendix, Fig. SSD). Put differently, we assume similar adaptation behavior to hot temperatures.
throughout Europe. We apply this common dose–response function to projected daily temperature data for the years 2013–2099. The resulting peak load and daily consumption values lie well within the range of our data sample for 2006–2012 (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Figs. S6–S8).

North–South Polarization Under Future Warming. When comparing future peak loads to observed values in the past, our analysis shows a significant north–south polarization across Europe (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S9). While average daily peak load decreases in northern Europe—countries with present-day winter peaks—it increases in southern and western Europe (with the exception of Italy)—countries with current summer peaks. The percentage change in Central European countries is generally slightly positive, indicating a small increase in average daily peak load. The polarization is most pronounced by the end of this century and for a scenario of unabated climate change (RCP-8.5) but still holds for earlier periods and for a scenario of significant climate change mitigation (RCP-4.5; Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S2). Even in the case of very ambitious climate change mitigation (RCP-2.6) the polarization pattern persists.

Regarding the change in average daily electricity demand from the near-term (2015–2019) to the more long-term future (different 5-year periods between 2020 and 2099), we find a similar polarization pattern for RCP-8.5 and RCP-4.5 (Fig. 5A and B, Table 2, and SI Appendix, Fig. S10A and B and Table S3). There is no clear trend for a scenario of very ambitious climate-change mitigation (RCP-2.6; Fig. 5C and SI Appendix, Fig. S10C). The percentage change in total European electricity demand fluctuates around zero in all scenarios but begins to increase slightly during the last two decades of the 21st century under RCP-8.5.

Discussion

Complementary to previous studies, which focused exclusively on the role of prices and income on future electricity demand, we quantify the impact of a factor thought to be stationary until recently—climate. The effects we detect are due to temperature changes in response to anthropogenic carbon emissions only. To isolate this effect, infrastructure, technology, and socioeconomic factors such as population and economic structure are held constant in this study. Future planning studies will need to incorporate how changes in population, income, or industrial structure—as well as an enhanced integration of the European grid (“Europeanization”) or other technological developments—will affect both generation and consumption. Recent work suggests that population changes significantly drive electricity consumption, with growing populations leading to higher consumption (40). In terms of economic growth, adoption of air conditioners is thought to be increasing in income and decreasing in unit costs, as well as in the expected price of electricity (41). It is particularly difficult to forecast changes in efficiency, cost, and adoption of new technologies (e.g., heat pumps) across sectors—a
topic we leave for future work. Finally, strengthening existing policies and designing new policies to address climate change mitigation and adaptation will significantly affect energy markets across the European Union.

Our results remain qualitatively true for three different carbon emission scenarios (RCP-2.6, RCP-4.5, and RCP-8.5), suggesting that the qualitative results will remain valid also for other climate models. Climatic differences between various carbon-concentration scenarios (RCPs) are small until the year 2050 due to inertia in the climate system. Consequently, also the differences in electricity demand that we report here are rather small across different scenarios until 2050.

A central assumption of this study is that warmer European countries can be surrogates for the future of cooler European countries. That is, our analysis assumes that as climate zones shift north so does the temperature response. This assumption is empirically supported by our finding that—within the current temperature range—the relationship between the normalized electricity load and ambient temperature has the same functional form for all examined European countries (Fig. 2). However, cultural, economic, and other differences across Europe might hinder this assumed adaptation to warmer temperatures. For example, if Swedes have a much higher (or lower) heat tolerance and consequent use of air conditioning, we would overestimate (or underestimate) the temperature response. In addition to differences in heat tolerance, other variation might arise from differences in income, work practice (e.g., common working hours, siesta times, and holiday distribution), the economic structure (e.g., outdoor vs. indoor sectors or degree of sector electrification), and the prevalence of alternative energy sources.

Increased demand for cooling is considered to be one of the main drivers of the social costs of carbon (42)—an important figure used in federal rulemaking in the United States. Here we show that for Europe as a whole electricity consumption is projected to remain flat under future warming. However, this result does not imply that there are no damages from climate change for the electricity sector. Rather, we observe a shift in demand from the north, which has a much higher share of renewables in electricity consumption (35.8% in Sweden and 44.8% in Norway), to the south (Italy 17.6%, Spain 15.2%, and Greece 10%, ref. 43). In contrast to recent analyses for the United States (32), we further do not find a uniform rise in daily peak load across all regions. Instead, we find an increase in southern and western Europe and a decrease in the north. Additionally, we observe a change in the temporal load profile of many European countries with annual peak load—the highest load value of the year—shifting from winter to summer. In our dataset, 30 of the 35 countries currently experience annual peaks in winter. With warmer winters and hotter summers, it is an empirical question as to whether the annual peak will shift seasons. Using the residual (temperature-driven) simulation results for the 2080–2099 period under RCP-8.5, we find that 19 of these 30 countries will experience annual peak demand in summer instead of winter (SI Appendix, Table S4).

The spatial redistribution of consumption across the continent, the decreases in present-day winter peaks in the north, and the increases in future summer peaks in the south may require
costly investments in transmission infrastructure, storage, and generating capacity. An additional challenge arises due to the temporal redistribution of annual peak load from winter to summer in many countries. This seasonal shift has ramifications for the types of generating capacity which can be dispatched to meet peak demand. It also has strong implications for future (interseasonal) storage requirements—particularly if a larger share of the electricity is produced by renewable sources.

From an economic perspective, the most significant redistributive effects will come from changes in the intensity of peaks across the continent. Currently, the northern European countries experience annual peak load in winter due to electric heating and lighting demand (44). In southern Europe, the pattern is opposite; peak demand generally occurs in summer, which is consistent with high cooling demand. Generally, the entire energy system—generation and transmission capacity—is designed to meet peak demand on the highest load day of the year. Regulators build in capacity reserve margins to meet unexpectedly high peak loads. To meet these unexpectedly high loads, electricity generators run so-called peaker plants. These peaker plants are rarely used, relatively inefficient, high-pollutant plants with short ramp-up times and high marginal costs of generation. In the United States, the cost of the additional capacity necessary to operate a single extra air-conditioning unit of 1 kW is estimated to be approximately $1,220, which reduces to $455 per kW when accounting for separate discounting of air conditioning and power plant (45, 46). Additional investment is required because these peaker plants must be placed in the direct vicinity of load centers. Overall, significant investments in peaker plants or storage of renewable power will be necessary to meet higher peak demand in southern and western Europe.

Given the high marginal cost of power at these peak periods electricity prices will likely increase in the long run. The temporal pattern of how these costs will be passed through to consumers depends on the local regulatory structure. The worst-case scenario in our computations predicts a maximum increase in average daily peak load between 5% and 7% for Portugal and Spain, which are among the economies with the largest predicted increases by the end of century. This increase is equivalent to an average 0.1% per year growth, which can be offset by very modest improvements in energy efficiency or market-based regulations. The forecasting horizon here is significantly larger than the planning horizon of energy system planners; the period 2020–2039 is more in line with the planning horizon. In this more proximate period, Spain and Portugal’s predicted increases are between 1.2% and 2.8%—again, relatively small levels of increase.

In conclusion, our analysis suggests that the impacts of climate change on electricity load for the EU-35 overall are neutral, yet demand redistributes spatially from the north to the south and, in many countries, temporally from winter to summer. The magnitude of the increase in the south allows the additional costs to be offset by carefully crafted policies. We speculate that the main burden of the climate-induced electricity effect will rest on...
and population data come from the ISI-MIP (37) climate dataset covering data on a grid of 0.5°-by-0.5° resolution. To assign grid cells to countries, we construct a mask using spatial information provided by the Global Administrative Areas initiative (47).

**Population-Weighted Temperature Time Series.** We spatially aggregate the gridded daily maximum and daily average temperature data to the country level using population-density weights: for each grid cell $g$ that geographically belongs to a country $c$ we multiply the daily maximum (or daily average) temperature value $T_{c,d}^{g}$ as given by the data by the population value $P_{c}$ for the respective year. Summing over all grid cells and dividing by the total population of country $c$ yields the population-weighted daily maximum (or daily average) temperature value $T_{c,d}$ on day $d$:

$$T_{c,d} = \frac{\sum_{g} T_{c,d}^{g} P_{c,g}}{\sum_{g} P_{c,g}}.$$ 

**Temperature Data.** For the historical period (2006–2012) we use daily maximum and daily average temperature data from the WFDEI meteorological forcing dataset (48), which applies the WATCH forcing data methodology to ERA-interim reanalysis data (49). With regard to temperature projections (from 2013 on) we use time series of daily maximum and daily average near-surface temperature corresponding to different RCPs (RCP-2.6, RCP-4.5, and RCP-8.5, ref. 35). These data originate from the Princeton Earth System Model of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL-ESM2M, ref. 50), which is one of the global climate models of the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP-5, ref. 51) with a median warming sensitivity (1). The temperature data include a bias-correction technique (38) to ensure long-term statistical agreement of the projected values with historical observations from the WATCH database.

**Population Data.** Historical population data come from the United Nations World Population Prospects (UNWPP, ref. 52), and population projections (from 2010 on) correspond to the second SSP (SSP-2, ref. 36). These population data are used exclusively to translate gridded temperature data into population-weighted national temperature time series. Our analysis does not consider the influence of population trends on electricity demand and peak load.

**Electricity Load Data.** Data on electricity consumption—hourly load values per country—originate from the European Network of Transmission Systems Operators for Electricity (39). For 21 countries, the database covers the entire period 2006–2012. For two, three, one, and eight countries, data are only available from 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010 on, respectively. Within these periods, data points are occasionally missing for several hours or days. If data are missing for 1 h or more, we excluded the whole day from the analysis to avoid distortions. Cyprus (99.72% data points missing), Iceland (39.9%), Montenegro (5.61%), and Great Britain (2.62%) have the scarcest data density. Cyprus is excluded from the second part of the analysis because of data scarcity. A comprehensive list of all countries and their respective load data coverage is given in SI Appendix, Table S1. The results are robust to restricting the sample period to years where we have coverage for all countries.

**Regression Model.** For each country $c$, the independent variable is population-weighted daily maximum or daily average temperature $T_{c,d}$ in degrees Celsius for the period 2006–2012. The dependent variable is national daily peak load or national daily electricity consumption $L_{c,d}$ in gigawatts or gigawatt hours, respectively). To place the fewest restrictions on the functional form of the dose–response function(s), we sort the independent variable into discrete bins, $B_{i}$, of 3 °C width (in total $N_{i}$ bins). To ensure sufficient data coverage, we select the first and last bin such that at least 2% of all data points lie below its upper or above its lower boundary, respectively. The main result of the regression is robust against variations of the specific number of data points present in the first and last bin (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). Following a commonly applied approach (3), we then regress the dependent variable on dummy variables $B_{i}$ representing the bins:

$$B_{i}(T_{c,d}) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } T_{c,d} \in B_{i}, \\ 0 & \text{if } T_{c,d} \not\in B_{i}. \end{cases}$$

This discretization allows us to flexibly model the nonlinear relation between temperature and electricity load without relying on, for example, splines that

![Figure 5](https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1704339114)

**Fig. 5.** Percentage change in daily electricity demand (5-year average) compared with 2015–2019 average for projected daily maximum temperatures under different scenarios of climate change mitigation. Five-year average electricity demand values are denoted by the year in the middle of the respective time interval on the $x$ axis. (A) Under a scenario of unabated climate change (RCP-8.5), daily electricity demand decreases in northern Europe and increases in countries in southern and western Europe. Total European electricity demand increases in the last two decades of the century relative to 2015. (B) For a scenario of very ambitious climate change mitigation that keeps global temperature increase below 2 °C (RCP-2.6), there is no clear trend. (C) For a scenario of very ambitious climate change mitigation that keeps global temperature increase below 2 °C (RCP-2.6), there is no clear trend. Table 2 provides data on all countries, RCPs, and 5-year periods until 2100.

**Methods**

For 35 European countries (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for a list of countries) we compute population-weighted daily maximum and daily average temperature time series for the years 2006–2099. All temperature the planners of transmission infrastructure and peak-generating and storage capacity.
might unnecessarily distort the data (53). As standard in the impacts literature, we apply Chebyshev polynomials, \( C_{j,c} \), of degree \( j = 0, \ldots, 6 \) to capture the influence of other influencing factors that operate on lower frequencies than electricity demand, such as macroeconomic activity (32, 54–56). Recursively, the Chebyshev polynomials are given by

\[
C_{j,c} = 2d \cdot C_{j-1,c} - C_{j-2,c} \quad \text{for} \quad j \geq 2,
\]

with \( C_{0,c} = 1 \) and \( C_{1,c} = d \). Polynomials up to the order six are sufficient to obtain robust results (compare SI Appendix, Figs. S12 and S13). Furthermore, dummy variables \( W_{l,d} \) and \( S_{d,l} \) control for weekdays and seasons, respectively. The regression model thus reads

\[
L_{d,l} = \sum_{c} a_{c,l} B_{c}(T_{d,l}) + \sum_{j=0}^{6} \sum_{c} \beta_{c,l} C_{j,c} + \sum_{k,d} \gamma_{k,l} W_{k,d} + \delta_{c,l} \delta_{c,d} + \Omega_{d} + \epsilon_{d,l},
\]

where \( a_{c,l}, \beta_{c,l}, \gamma_{k,l}, \) and \( \delta_{c,l} \) are the regression coefficients, \( \Omega_{d} \) describes a country-specific constant, and \( \delta_{c,d} \) denotes the stochastic error term. We compute a 95%-confidence band using the Newey-West standard error, which is robust against autocorrelations of time-ordered data (here, up to 15 days). The procedure described above is equivalent to estimating dose-response functions separately by country.

**Response Function.** We derive a common dose–response function for all countries by combining the national observational temperature and load data (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Concerning the load data, only the parameter related to the temperature variable and the constant are considered:

\[
\tilde{L}_{d,l} = \hat{L}_{d,l} - \sum_{c} \beta_{c,l} C_{j,c} - \sum_{k,d} \gamma_{k,l} W_{k,d} - \sum_{l} \delta_{c,l} S_{d,l} = \sum_{c} a_{c,l} B_{c}(T_{d,l}) + \Omega_{d} + \epsilon_{d,l}.
\]

To render these residual load data comparable across countries, we normalize as follows:

\[
L_{d,l}^{\text{norm}} = \frac{L_{d,l} - \tilde{L}_{d,l}(T_{d,l})}{L_{d,l}(T_{d,l}) - \tilde{L}_{d,l}(T_{d,l})},
\]

where \( L_{d,l}(T_{d,l}) \) with \( \Delta = 1.2 \) denotes the mean of all load values \( L_{d,l} \) at temperatures \( T_{d,l} \) between \( 0.5^\circ \C \). We choose temperatures \( T_{d,l} \) and \( \hat{T}_{d,l} \), such that for each country the associated load values are as far apart as possible, while the respective temperature bins still carry a sufficient number of data points to obtain a robust result. For daily maximum temperatures, we choose \( \hat{T}_{d,l} = 20^\circ \C \) and \( T_{d,l} = 8^\circ \C \). For daily average temperatures, we set \( T_{d,l} = 14^\circ \C \) and \( \hat{T}_{d,l} = 4^\circ \C \) (SI Appendix, Fig. S14). For each bin, we compute the median, as well as the 5th and 95th percentiles. We then obtain the response function by linearly linking the medians of two neighboring bins

Table 2. Percentage change in average daily electricity consumption by country relative to 2015–2019 for daily maximum temperatures under RCP-2.6, RCP-4.5, and RCP-8.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2035–2039</th>
<th>2055–2059</th>
<th>2075–2079</th>
<th>2095–2099</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia-Herzegovina</td>
<td>-0.240</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>-1.062</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.774</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>-0.816</td>
<td>-0.293</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>-0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>-0.233</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>-0.206</td>
<td>-0.134</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>1.219</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>-1.191</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>-0.352</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>1.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>-0.538</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>-0.648</td>
<td>1.390</td>
<td>1.494</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>-0.282</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>1.653</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>1.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 2). Analogously, the uncertainty range is obtained by linking the 5th and 95th percentile values, respectively. For temperatures that are lower (higher) than the first (last) bin, we linearly extend the line given by the observed (first) two bins. We chose this linear extrapolation for temperatures outside the range currently sufficiently covered by the data because we consider it to be a balance between the complexity of the functional form of the extrapolation and the quality of the representation of the existing data (i.e., how well the fit can represent the existing data). In other words, on the one hand the data do not justify assuming that peak load and electricity consumption vary linearly with temperature above or below the observed values. Thus, such an assumption would be very strong. On the other hand, the sparseness of data for high and low extreme temperatures inhibits detecting functional forms more complex than the linear approach—for instance higher-order polynomials. Note that the projected values $L_{\text{proj}}(\text{in Figs. 3–5})$, Tables 1 and 2, and SI Appendix, Figs. S5–S10 and Tables S2 and S3) were excluded from this part of the analysis due to its scarce data density (compare SI Appendix, Table S1).
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